WHAT YOU’LL NEED:

Supplies

- Balloon
- Marker
- Balloon Pump (optional)

EXTENSIONS FOR MORE FUN:

- Put on a puppet show with your balloons!
- Add construction paper arms, legs and bodies!
- Play a game by trying to keep your emoji friend off the ground
- Create a crowd of emoji faces to use as the audience while you put on a show

Balloon Emoji

Design your own balloon emoji!
1. Acquire a balloon
Find a balloon! Yellow would be a good color, as emojis are yellow, but any color will do!

2. Blow up the balloon
Use an air pump or your good ole lungs to blow up the balloon!

3. Use your markers!
Use the markers to draw faces on the balloons!

4. HAVE FUN
Now you have fun emotive balloons to play with! Use the adaptations on the front of this sheet for games!